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landscaping stone
We have carefully selected a wide range of natural stone from approved sources. All natural products 
vary, so it is best to obtain the total quantity you require at one time. Although stone is washed at the 
quarry, we recommend re-washing to reveal its full colour. Decorative Chippings and Pebbles come 
in polybags, typically covering 0.4m² or in bulk sacks containing a minimum of 850kg and covering 
approximately 22m² at a depth of 25mm. For driveways, we recommend a greater depth.

Slate Paddlestones
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decorative chippings and pebbles

Green Slate Chippings
5-30mm flat mixed colours and shapes

Blue Slate Chippings 20mm  
5-30mm flat mulch, mixed shades

Blue Slate Chippings 40mm 
30-50mm flat pieces, mixed shades

Plum Slate Chippings 20mm 
5-30mm flat mulch

Plum Slate Chippings 40mm 
30-50mm flat pieces

Slate Paddlestones  
50-100mm flat, smooth, water worn

Welsh Green Chippings  
10-14mm angular, consistent colour

Black Polished Pebbles 
20-40mm very smooth and shiny

Multi-mix Chippings 
8-11mm white, red and black

Golden Blend 10mm 
6-10mm flint chippings

Golden Blend 20mm 
10-20mm flint chippings

Apricot Pebbles 
8-16mm quartzite, pastel shades

Terracotta Chippings  
8-14mm hard and angular

Sea-washed 10mm 
6-10mm flinty shingle

Sea-shore 20mm 
10-20mm rounded flinty pebbles

Sea-worn 40mm 
20-40mm rounded flinty pebbles

Dove Grey Pebbles
8-15mm well rounded

Cornish Spar Chippings
10-14mm angular sparkling granite

Flamingo White  
8-14mm chippings

Derbyshire White  
10-14mm pale grey limestone chippings

Spanish White Chippings 
8-11 sparkling and angular

Spanish White Pebbles
20-40mm smooth and water worn

Spanish White Cobbles 
40-90mm smooth and water worn

Cotswold Chippings 
10-14mm angular limestone

Ice Blue 
8-11mm chippings

Atlantic Shingle 14mm  
8-14mm well rounded multicolours

Atlantic Pebbles 25mm 
20-30mm well rounded multicolours

Atlantic Pebbles 40mm
30-50mm well rounded multicolours

Atlantic Cobbles 80mm
50-80mm well rounded multicolours

Atlantic Cobbles 120mm
80-120mm well rounded multicolours

Suitable for 
driveways

Suitable for 
pathways

Suitable for water 
features and 
aquatics, re-wash 
prior to use

Suitable for 
borders, features 
and plant pot 
toppers

 dry  wet
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atlantic shingle, pebbles,  
cobbles and boulders
Our Atlantic collection is a co-ordinating family of nine products ranging from 14mm Shingle, two 
sizes of Pebbles and two sizes of Cobbles, detailed on the previous page, moving up through Atlantic 
Selected Cobbles 150-200mm, Celtic Cobbles 200-300mm, Part Worn Boulders 300-400mm to the 
magnificent Large Specimen Boulders 500-1000mm. Each shows the naturally occurring variety that 
gives natural products their own unique appeal.
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paddlestones, rockery stone and natural stone walling 

Pacific Paddlestones Outsize 300-450mm 
flat, well worn schist

Pacific Paddlestones Large 150-230mm 
flat, well worn schist

Mountain Green Rockery Hard and 
angular, occasional white veining

Plum Slate Rockery Co-ordinates with our 
extensive slate range

Cotswold Drystone Walling Ideal for dry 
building. Perfectly complements Trustone 
Cotsdale, page 64. Highly durable, although 
hard frosts on wet retaining walls can 
affect the stone

Natural Thin Slate Walling  Almost entirely 
split flat pieces in random sizes in mixed 
shades of blue, grey and plum. Both Slate 
Wallings complement Truslate, page 92

Devon Pink Rockery  Angular, variegated 
pastel colours

Purbeck Buff Rockery Angular pieces, 
combine with Cotswold Chippings

Natural Cut Slate Walling Slightly easier 
to build as most pieces are roughly block 
shaped with up to four sides sawn and the 
remainder split

granite setts
Used as a paving material for centuries the rugged natural texture and exceptional durability of 
Granite Setts give them an air of solid permanence. Naturally occurring iron within the granite 
sometimes produces brown markings.

 m² per pack no. per pack weight/kg per pack
220 x 110 x 100 Silver 4.2 180 1000
110 x 110 x 100 Silver 4.8 400 1000
220 x 110 x 50   Silver 7.4 308 1000
110 x 110 x 50   Silver 7.8 648 1000
110 x 110 x 50   Black 6.9 572 1000
110 x 110 x 50   Red 8.8 729 1130
110 x 110 x 50   Beige 8.8 729 1130

Sizes and coverage are those attained when laid with a 10mm joint. All dimensions have a tolerance of + or – 10mm.

Silver Red Black Beige

avant-garde etched
Building on the success of our contemporary Avant-garde paving, page 58, these new additions to 
the range have exquisite specially-commissioned designs meticulously etched onto the surface of the 
sandstone. Available in a choice of Ebony and Silver, both Helix and Swirl open up many possibilities  
for excitingly original hard landscaping design.
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Helix, Silver

Swirl, Ebony

new




